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Abstract
Starting with the presentation of E-business in India and their current situation in the Indian Market and the presentation of Supply chain the board in India and its Traditional status in India, the request and supply cycle of E-business in India and Taking the case of four E-coordinated factors organizations. It has been concentrated on that the E-trade industry in India is developing quickly due which impact the Supply chain the board business in India advancing. Prior there were the conveyance of items from stockrooms in the mass amount yet presently because of presentation of centers a conveyance area the products are moved separate as per their area of conveyance. It has been additionally seen that the Modern store network Management diminishing the costs prior mediators as well as expanding the consumer loyalty moreover.
We can consider the basis of this study the data taken from revenues report of four companies as there is rapid increase in the profits. While we also tried to bring the reason behind the growth of SCM in E-commerce, Benefits of SCM in E-commerce & what are the recent trends due to which the SCM industry is growing rapidly. The advantage of this study is to get familiar with the developing part of Modern SCM industry in India and the understudies can grasp this as any open door for their business and work.
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1. Introduction
As E-Commerce is the Buying and Selling of merchandise online against the installment made by the purchaser, it likewise remembers the Delivery of item for an efficient and powerful Schedule of exercises, that is the reason the need of Supply chain Management emerges which is a basic viewpoint and ought to be fast, secure and bother free. This is on the grounds that the Consumer nowadays needs quickest conveyance close to home without hanging tight for 1-2 days of time or long. In the advanced period of innovation the E-business industry can give data and perceivability to the client all through the Supply chain Management System. The empowering of Supply bind endeavors to interface the end buyer with every one of the related partners' prompts better online business exchange. Before long, there will be a finish to the Manual obtainment processes. This cycle will help the purchasers and workers to save their time and cost with practically no split the difference with quality.
As Expansion is made by organizations into new business sectors, they begin doing joint efforts with customary contenders to rival providers and clients. The rising impact of store network the executives guarantees that the greatness of item just doesn't give beneficial and upper hand; a large portion of organizations are hoping to deal with the production network framework better with the utilization of innovation.
The abrupt addition in the piece of the pie of E-business industry guarantees the need of Supply chain Management is driving in the Market. Organizations that will perceive the plan of action and issues of Electronic-trade and production network the executives will endure better then others. It get a change their market structure moreover. To amplify the E-trade adequacy organizations should investigate the Compliance of inventory network the board framework with different strategies which are helpful. There is an underlying necessity of Cooperation between management and representatives as a change will happen in custom progressive systems to a virtual or network structure.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Introduction to E-commerce in India
The term E-Commerce implies going through with deals on the web. At the point when a client purchase an item from a web wellspring of Business and Makes installment online to the dealer or on the other hand once the item is conveyed. The Shopping Behavior of individuals across India is changing towards the Internet world and this develops a fast development occupied with the E-trade Industry.

The E-trade market is changing the approach to carrying on with work in India. By 2026 the Indian E-business Industry is supposed to develop to US$ 200 billion. The quick expansion in the utilization of Smartphone and web makes the development conceivable. The Present Digital change of India is expecting the development of web clients to 829 million by 2021 as a review says it remains at 636.73 million in FY19. The Internet economy of India is supposed to be multiplied to $250 billion as on 2020, significantly moved up by web based business. India's E-trade income as on 2017 is US$ 39 billion is supposed to develop at US$ 120 billion by 2020, with the yearly development pace of 51%, the most noteworthy Growth in the World.

With the rising deals and utilization of Smartphones and 4G organizations across in India the Online B2C (Business to Customer) business is supposed to develop by quickly driving by Amazon India, Flipkart, Snapdeal, Paytm Mall and Tata Cliq.

2.2 Supply Chain Management In India
The idea of Supply Chain Management depends on two center thoughts. The first is that for all intents and purposes each item that arrives at an end client addresses the aggregate exertion of various associations. These associations are alluded to aggregately as the inventory network. The subsequent thought is that while supply chains have existed for quite a while, most associations certainly stand out enough to be noticed to what was occurring inside their "four walls." Few organizations got it, considerably less made due, the whole chain of exercises that eventually conveyed items to the last client. The outcome was incoherent and frequently inadequate stock chains. Store network the executives, then, at that point, is the dynamic administration of inventory network exercises to boost client esteem and accomplish an economical upper hand. It addresses a cognizant exertion by the production network firms to create and run supply chains in the best and proficient ways imaginable. Inventory network exercises cover everything from item improvement, obtaining, creation, and strategies, as need might have arisen to arrange these exercises. The associations that make up the inventory network are "connected" together through actual streams and data streams. Actual streams include the change, development, and capacity of products and materials. They are the most apparent piece of the production network. Be that as it may, similarly as significant are data streams. Data streams permit the different production network accomplices to organize their drawn out plans, and to control the everyday progression of merchandise.

2.3 Traditional Supply Chain Management In India
The traditional supply chain management in India revolved around the integrated process of few business entities like:
Figure 1: Flow of Tradition Supply chain Management
These Business entities work together for a process of:

Figure 2: Activity process of Traditional supply chain Management
Acquiring raw Materials Conversion of raw material into specific type of final product. Delivery of Final products to Retailers.
As of late, however there has been more accentuation made on the presentation of inventory network the board framework. The arisen of this Emphasis was made due to expanding fabricating costs, diminishing existence of item on the lookout, Scarcity of assembling assets, the rising contest and Globalization of Economic Factors. The change of Traditional store network the board in latest things include: Reverse coordinated factors framework, Product reusing to build recuperation of item, Re-utilizing and Re-fabricating administrations. The prior utilization of Electronic media in Supply chain the board framework was utilization of Enterprise Resource Planning System (ERP) which prompts this idea at a worldwide level with enhancing item, lessening costs and expanding Competitive benefit. The Interface of the Supply chain the executives included Brokerages of Transportation, Managing distribution centers, Outsourced Carriers and Logistics into parts of supply arranging, Collaboration with parties, execution and overseeing Performance. The greatest development in this time accompanied Web 2.0 prompts Supply chain Management 2.0 which means to Online sharing of data, expanded imagination and Collaborating clients.

2.4 Order & Supply Process In E-Commerce

2.5 Objective of the Study

To learn the relationship between Supply chain management & E-commerce industry & how E-commerce is evolving the SCM in this modern with its trending & creative techniques.

3. Research Methodology

This study depends on the Secondary information source distributed by E-trade and Supply chain the board organizations in light of their income and benefits, past examination papers distributed by researchers on these businesses, present situation information and their development viewpoints distributed in news stories are utilized to decide how the development of E-business organizations is pulling up to the advanced production network industry in India.

3.1 Data Analysis
a. Ekart Logistics

Source- Entrackr.com

_eKart_ has recorded a 78% hike in revenue to Rs 4,422.2 crore in FY 19 from Rs 2,488.7 crore in FY18. About 88.8% of its operating revenues came from the delivery of goods for the marketplaces of Walmart-owned Flipkart group of companies in India.
b. Delhivery India

Source: Pixer8.com

The organization revealed an income of INR 228 crores in FY 14-15 against a deficiency of INR 71 crores in FY 14-15. This is an income development of over 250% from INR 62 crore, with a deficiency of INR 19 crores, in the past monetary year. In examination, one of their significant rivals Ecom Express, had revealed an income of INR 150 crores with a deficiency of INR 49 crores in a similar period.

Ecom Express: According to The news minute as on 31st March 2019 Logistics firm Ecom Express reports 78% y-o-y development of all out incomes to Rs 1006 cr. The organization has posted a heavenly execution in the last monetary year finishing March 2019. The income recorded by Ecom Express for the last year remained at ₹1,006 crore, which is 78% above what it timed the earlier year, of ₹567 crore. EBITDA for FY19 was ₹35 crore, again an improvement over the course of the past year.

Source: Economictimes.com

c. Comparison between Delivery, Ecom Express & Xpressbees

Delhivery posted a roughly 44% increment in absolute incomes to Rs 751 crore during FY17 from earlier year's Rs 523 crore, according to its administrative filings with the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (MCA). The Tiger Global-supported organization's misfortunes dropped by 21% from Rs 317 crore during FY 16 to Rs 249 crore in FY17 even as complete costs shot up to Rs 1,000 crore in FY17 from Rs 840 crore from the earlier year, according to the organization's assertion of benefit and misfortune.

Ecom Express posted a comparable development in income which rose 37% in FY17 to Rs 493 crore from Rs 359 crore the prior year. The organization likewise lessened its misfortunes by 24% to Rs 72 crore from Rs 96 crore, according to MCA filings obtained from information following stage Tofer. XpressBees, a generally more modest player which was veered off web based business organization FirstCry, posted a fabulous development with 122% increment in income from Rs 83 crore in FY16 to Rs 185 crore in FY17. President Amitava Saha said, the justification behind this development has been them expanding their pin codes from 2,000 to 3,500 in FY17 which prompted this high
development in income.

4. Discussion

4.1 Reasons Behind Growth Supply Chain Management In E-Commerce

- Advertising: Development and conveyance of item, new deal channels, direct economy, decrease in stream time request, expanding administration level to clients, web deal, obtaining new market parts and tracking down new business sectors.
- Innovative work: Receipt of input from client, research about clients’ necessities, item arranging, QFD, information research, time designing, client relations the board, time decrease and expanding the exact preparation of another item.
- Buy/supplies: Ordering, move of cash, designating of provider, diminishing organization, present moment of request stream, expanding collaboration of purchasers provider, advancement of between authoritative cycles, eliminating the intermediates, receipt of specialists in view of purchasing, move of capacity to purchaser from dealer.
- Stock administration: Visibility of stock, speedy exchange of accessible data and decrease of stock, decrease of refreshing expenses and valuing, on-time conveyance, decrease of warehousing costs, requesting, bookkeeping and client handling.
- Transportation: Browsing the unrefined substances orders, decreasing stacking and dumping clock, transportation the executives, and task of transportation exercises.
- Client overhauling: Wide data to client, perusing the request by client, fast answer to the clients questions
- Relations among providers: Reduction of requesting expenses and receipt of bill, Increasing the coordination and helpful business, improvement of requesting stream, advancement of finishing cycle and item conveyance.
- Creation: Electronic development and creation, Assignment of offer, unadulterated creation (through agreeable creation programming, web holder, mass requesting, deal exchanges, speedy exchange of subjective issues in presenting of standard chain and subjective meanings of information the board chain.

4.2 Advantages Of SCM In E-Commerce

- Improve Supply chain organization: The SCM programming gives following of movements of every kind related of providers, creation plants, storage spaces and conveyance focuses.
- Effective CRM: SCM eliminates the intermediates between provider and the client which prompts successful correspondence and input.
- Global Trade: The import of unrefined substance from unfamiliar market and providing the completed products overall prompts accomplishment to SCM in India.
- Virtual Business: With the utilization of improved sites and posting items on them facilitates interaction of stock administration and Tracking the SCM exercises.
- Cost Reduction: With the utilization of SCM in E-trade the intermediates like vendors and wholesalers are limited and the Company can acquire more benefits by diminishing expenses.
- Customer Satisfaction: Companies can follow the interest of the clients convenient. Conveyance made to the clients inside the guaranteed time and following office of the item makes them fulfilled.
- Return Facility: If any client feels unsatisfied from the item, the return office makes them capable return the item through SCM.

4.3 Recent Trends In Supply Chain Management

- The Amazon effect: Since Amazon introduced the business of easing people life through online buying of their requirement, it leads success for many businesses in India as well as to SCM also. Because E-commerce activities cannot be fulfilled without E-logistics services. As the lesser prices & innovative idea of Shopping brings a massive growth to E-commerce, the SCM business also evolved with it.
- Change of Supply Chain to E-logistics: Earlier supply chain was known as the movement of goods towards one place in bulk through warehouse, but now they introduced a Streamline
process of delivery of goods at different places by establishing E-commerce hubs at many places, in which the individual product moves towards its destination. So as per the latest scenario, there are four different types of logistics:

- **Mega Fulfillment Centers:** These E-commerce logistics are huge warehouses working 24/7 stocked with large kind of goods in big geographical area.
- **The Parcel hubs:** These are small hubs made for a specific area pincode to distribute product among the customers without any interruption.
- **The Delivery Centers:** These kinds of centers take care of last mile delivery of the product when the product reaches to nearest location of the place of Delivery.
- **The Logistics Aggregators:** These are the virtual logistics aggregator who completed the delivery of the product on your behalf. They are the domain specific of this work & charges very less for the pickup of product from your location & delivers it to the location of the customer, they also offers return services at low cost. E.g. use of third party logistics.

### 4.4 Digitalization of Supply Chain:

- The whole logistics activities become effective in monitoring inventory, tracking location & completing task within time due to Digitalization.
- **Artificial Intelligence:** The use of AI & Robotics in Delivery centers & warehouses fasten the speed of completion of tasks & also reduced the cost incurred on human being involvement. This also introduced the use of AI during calls to solve the problems of the customers.
- **Risk Management:** There is always a risk in transportation of goods from one place to another, so the logistics companies are preparing themselves to manage reduce the risk of disaster which may happen by laying down rules & techniques strictly into action.
- **Use of Software as a Service (sAAs) models to manage supply chains:** Many companies are logistics softwares to their Cost & Time.
- **Transparency in Supply chain:** Clear visibility in the availability of inventory can ease out storage & transportation process of stock. It also helps in timely delivery of Goods at the doorstep of customer without any obstacles.
- **Improved GPS System:** To track the Product exact location & Delivery schedule companies are using an effective GPS system into their delivery trucks to monitor the performance.
- **Use of E-platforms:** E-commerce & SCM companies are using many E-platforms like social media for customer feedback & get more engagement with customers for better experience.
- **Multiple Online Payment & Delivery Systems:** The use of multiple online payment options & providing options in delivery methods makes SCM easy & frequent.

### 5. Conclusion

In the above investigation we discovered that E-business Industry in India is becoming quickly because of which the Supply chain Management industry is likewise developing. The E-business area is utilizing most recent and innovative procedures to satisfy the prerequisite of its clients. The production network the board organizations are likewise utilizing imaginative strategies to convey the bundles to its clients on time. With this investigation we discovered that the advanced stock chains are lessening the prior cost brought about on the mediators or merchants of items. There are a few purposes behind the development of Supply bind the board because of E-trade which are connected with simplicity of the Marketers and clients. A few advantages of Supply chain the board in E-trade are Minimizing costs &reducing conveyance time to the client. The Supply chain industry is developing in E-business area due to imaginative and late patterns in this industry which will refresh in future too. This study brings an end that E-business Industry will fill all the more quickly in future and with that the Supply chain Management industry will likewise develop which conveys a lot of potential for the Indian market. The creators have attempted to concentrate on the Growing parts of E-business and Supply chain Management industry for certain realities and thought that it is useful.
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